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The three groups ofpredicates that We need to distinguish are characterized>as
Filters: predicates which, under certain conditions, cancel some of the prefollows:
suppositions of the complement.
Plugs: predicates which block off all the presuppositions of the complement
sentence;
The first group, plugs, contains verbs that are commonly called "verbs ofsaying"
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The first group, plugs, contains verbs that are commonly called "verbs ofsaying"
presuppositions of whatever was said on that occasion. More examples are given in (7).
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was said
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c. Cecilia
asked Fred
to kiss
her occasion.
again. (Does
presuppose
thatinFred
had kissed Cecilia before.)
(7) a. Harry has promised Bill to introduce him to the present king of France.
thatsentence
the kinghas.
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that (7c)
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that is, Cecilia did in fact ask Fred to kiss her again. It does not follow from the truth
of (7c) that Fred had kissed her before. Of course, if Cecilia was sincere in making her
In all of these cases, the complement sentence has. a presupposition which is not a
then she must have believed that Fred had done ·so. But the questi?n of
presupposition for the main sentence. (I assume here that infinitival and gerundive
whether Cecilia was right has po bearing on -either the truth value of (7c) or the
clauses originate as complete sentences in the underlying'syntactic representation.
sincerity of the act of stating (7c). The presupposition that the complement sentence
Nothing important hinges on this assumption.) For example, suppose that (7c) is true,
has in isolation is blocked, and does not become a presupposition of the compound
that is, Cecilia did in fact ask Fred to kiss her again. It does not follow from the truth
sentence. This phenomenon is of course especially clear in cases where the complement
of (7c) that Fred had kissed her before. Of course, if Cecilia was sincere in making her
then she must have believed that Fred had done ·so. But the questi?n of
whether Cecilia was right has po bearing on -either the truth value of (7c) or the
sincerity of the act of stating (7c). The presupposition that the complement sentence
has in isolation is blocked, and does not become a presupposition of the compound
sentence. This phenomenon is of course especially clear in cases where the complement
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sentence is a hole, then
hasaR the presuppositions of the complement
sentences embedded in it. Consider the examples in (g).
(g) a. Fred has a wife.
b. Fred has been beating his wife.
c. Fred' stopped' beating his wife.
d.Fred hesitated to stop beating his wife.
e. It surprised Mary that Fred hesitated to
his wife.
r. Cecilia knew that it surprised Mary that Fred hesitated to stop beating
his wife.
In this set of examples, we
hasawife",which is presupposed
by (gb), is a presupposition for all ofthes'entencesthatcontain (gb), as long as all the
intervening predicates are holes. Similarly, Jgb) is presupposed ,by (gc) and, consequently, by all the following
On the other hand, (gd) does BOt
presuppose or entail (gc), and neitherdotheother.
it. (ge) presupposes. (gd) •andis presupposed by. (9£)
of{gf) we can conclude
that (ga), (gb), (gd), and (ge) are true, although we cannot conclude anything abolft
the truth or falsehood of (gc). IncidentaJly, since thereisno entailment or presuppositional relation between (gd) and (gc), the fact tn,a.t (gd) and the sentences containingit share all thepresuppositionsof(gc:)c:annotheattributed to the transitivity
of these semantic relations·or.to
in terms of
entailment (as suggested by Van :Fraassen)..Some kind of"cumulative principle" is
surely needed no matter how presupposition is defined. 7
5. The third group of complementizablepredicates, filters, contains only logical
connectives :ij . .. then, and,and either . .. or. Of course, grammarians do not usually
call such words predicates, but I find. itconvenient here to follow the logical rather
than grammaticaltradition, ignoring.also the·distinCtion. that logicians usually make
between connectives and ordillary
simply regard the
discontinuous conditionalmorphemeij ... ihenas apredicatethattakes two sentential
complements, the
7 Ifit weren't for the lack ofentailment relation betwee? (gd)and(gc),the example would not show that
there is a need for a cumulative principle that assigns the presuppositions of an embedded clause to its superordinate sentence. Given thel.1sual defini tionsof
tailmen t
tion, it is a trivial rna tter to
show that, if A presupposes Band Reither entails or'presupposes C, then A presupposesQ. Therefore, one might
argue that, for example, (gf) has all the presuppositions of(ge) by definition. One needs a sentence like (gd)

Y.
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call such words predicates, but I find. itconvenient here to follow the logical rather
than grammaticaltradition, ignoring.also the·distinCtion. that logicians usually make
between connectives and ordillary
simply regard the
discontinuous conditionalmorphemeij ... ihenas apredicatethattakes two sentential
complements, the
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the his
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e(n

A semantically entails C (AII-C).10
These sentences. are .relatedas follows: A entails>B,B presupposesC. What is, the relation between A and C?
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of the conditional. The
part,
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states that any presupposition
of the
b.
If
all
of
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children
are
bald,
then
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has
children.
consequent becomes a presupposition of the conditional unless itjs entailed by the

antecedent.
the rule accounts,
for. the
difference
(II a)
. and (11b),that
as
In (loa), theThus
consequentc1ause,
"allof
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childrenbetween
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well as
the difference
(12b) and (l4).
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Fred this
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whole
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4.2
Coordinations
children. (lIb) isa sO,mewhat peculiar example. There would be nopoint in uttering
such trivial tautolagiesunless one were engaged in some painstaking deductive
Let us now
turntoconjunctions..
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All ofJack's children are bald and baldness is hereditary.
In 'such cases, the presupposition seems to become void.' Hbwever,when we look at
What about conjunctions corresponding to the conditionals in (1I)? Consider (16).
some more complicated-'examples,we see that, for the filteiingto take place, the
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then
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c.
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However,
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share the presupposition of its first conjunct." The interesting case is ,(16a). As far as I
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whenever
we
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then the whole
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surely
to be false,
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Again, no filtering is needed for simple cases where the two disjuncts are not semantically related. The examples in (2 I) have·all, the presuppositions of the individual
components.
(2 I) a.
b.

Either baldness is not hereditaryoraH ofJack's children are bald.
Either all of Jack's children are.baldorbaldness is not hereditary.

Consider now cases where there is a presuppositional relation between the
disjuncts.
(22) a.
b.

Either Jack has no children or allofJack's children are bald.
Either:allofJack's children are bald or jack has' no children.

For reasons .that Iclon't quite understand,'Idon't·firid(22b} anymore acceptable
than the corresponding examples with if. ", then and anti, .(1 rb) and (I 6b). Leaving
out the negation from the second disjunctwouldm.ake
h) even worse. Since I am
not able to fully decipher thisexample,lcannot teHwhat
presupposes, if
1l
anything. ,
On the other hand,(22a} is.a c1earcas.e.Itdoes,not presppposethatJack has
any children. Note that the relation between the two clausesjsdifferent from what we
had in the corresponding examples with
.. then and and, (lla) and (I6a). The
first' disj unct in (22a) 'negates the presupposition of the second. Consider also the more
complicated examples
(23) a.
b.
c.

Eitheritis faJse that Jack. has children or all ofJack's children are bald.
Either Bill has always refrained from beating his wife or Bill has
already stopped beating 'her. .
.
Either Harry is not married at all or his wife is no longer living with
him.

In ,an of these cases, the second disjunct has a presupposition which does not become a
presupposition for the whole disjunction: In other similar examples, (12) and (18),
the first c1C;luse entails the' presup.position of t,he
presupposition is'entailed by the negation ofthe first clause. For example, the second part
11 Several people have constructed contexts in which (22b) or some sentence justlike it might actually
occur. To take one similar example, let us assume th::j.tJack'swife knows that her husband is a POW in North
Vietnam but has not receivedanylettersfrom him. She might explain the lack of correspondence by saying (i).

(i)

Either all ofJack's letters have been held up or he has not written any.

Unless th.ere issometh.ing",r()ng with (i), the asymmetry ofour filtering conditions is injeopardy. It is clear
that, if (i) ,is
it does not presuppose the existence of any letters. In that respect it is identical with (ii),
in which the 'same disjuncts come in the OPpos!worder.
(ii) , EitherJack has not writtenanylettersoralloftheIll have been held up.
Theforthcoming filtering condition fordisjunetion(in (24» handles (ii)butwouldnpt work for (i). This could
be remedied .by making' the condition,
tJ fear that the ,change w?uld ,soon lead" to trouble else'where. For the tim!:: being, I am stillinc1ined to c1ailTl that (i) , (22 b), 'andother sentences like them are not
fully grammatical.
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are required to wear a
Suppose that
.. (I don't know if this is a
special kind ofunclergarment, cctlled "holy
fact, but so I have been, told.)
to believe that a
!
certain girl,. Geraldine, is a Mormon. However, fred has never caught eve!! a glimpse
of what Geraldine is wearing under her dress. ,One evening, Fred manages to peer
iqto Geraldine's
4.4
Revisions bedroom and· sees her in an ordinary bra and a pair of panties.
Being somewhat surprised Fred utters (2S).
(2S)

Either Geraldine is not a Mormon or she has given up wearing her holy
LAURI ·.KARTTUNEN
underwear. /

What, if anything, is presllPposedbY(2S)?
might
have
uttered the conditional
in (2ga) or has
the given
exclamatory
conjunction
in under(2gb).
The
second>disjunct
of (2S), "Geraldine
up wearing
her holy
,
.
•.....
.
.
:
".
.
'
..•..
.
I in
(BHP)
Either
building
or it’s in a funny
Assuming
the'this
speaker
hasthebe1iefs
we have .attributed
to him,place.
thefrom
examples
wear"
doesthat'
she.has no bathroom,
the way
(29)have
do not
presupposition that Geraldine has worn holy underwear.
we
set carry
up thethe
exampleitis'obviousthat(2s}'as>awholeshould
have ,no such
Fred
can
utter
.'
having
to
that
presupposition.
(29) a. IfGeraldine is a Mormon; shehasgiven up wearing her holyassume
underwear.
Geraldine b.has Geraldine isa." Mormon-type,undergarrnent.After·
all, her
his holy
observation
Mormon and she has given up wearing
undermight
not
he
a
Mormon
at
all.
suggests that Geraldine'
wear!
The problem .for us is that .the negation oLthefirstdisjunct, (26), does not
The revised form
(17b),
is identical
with (13b), isnamely
givenbe1ow.
semantically
entailofwhat
thewhich
second
disjunct presupposes,
(27).
(17b') Geraldine
If B » C,
S » C
is some (possibly null) set X of
(26)
isa Mormon.
assumed
factssuch
that
X
U
{A}
IIC..
(27) Geraldine has worn holy
(Constraints on X: xy r '" A 1 ; an:d X)¥ G.)
The filtering condition for disjunctions, (24b),.'Whichwepostulated on the basis of
the previous
simpler examples,
doesinnot
work
sinceitrequires
that the suppressed
As another
of evidence
fa.vor
'of here,revised
filtering conditions,
consider
14
presupposition
the seponddisjunct
be entailed
of the first disjunct
the
inof(30),
which were pointed
out' to by the
by negationLakoff.
alone. To get the entailmenthere we need something more; we must take into account
(30) a. If Nixon appoints J. Edgar Hoover to the Cabinet, he will regretthe speaker's beliefs. Remember, in setting the stage for (2S) we stipulated that Fred
having appointed a homosexual.
would accept some statement like
b. Nixon ,will appoint J. Edgar Hoover to the Cabinet and he will regret
(28) All having,
Mormons
have worn
appointed
a holy underwear.
c. Either Nixon does, not appoiI!t J., EdgarH(:>over to the Cabinet or he
will regret
appointed ;a
'
In these sentences, the second clause presupposes (3 I).
(31) , Nixon

a,homosexual.

Whether or not this is a presupposition for the sentences in (30) clearly depends on
whether (32) is regarded as a fact.
(32)

J.

Edgar Hoover isa homosexual.

In contexts in which the truth of (32) is assumed, the sentences in (30) do not carry
the presupposition thatNixori has appointed a homosexual, since (32) together with
(33) entails (31).
(33)

Nixon will appoint J.Edgar Hoover to the Cabinet.

14 Examples of this type are easy to multiply; the original one may
has been attributed to]ames D. McCawley. , . , "
"

If Nixon invites Angela Davis to the WhiteHouse, Nixon will
residence. . "

been the following sentence, which
invited a black militant to his
, "

Given the fact that Angela Davis;isa black militantand that the White House is the residence of whoever is
President and that Nixon is President, the sentence dOlTS not presuppose that Nixon will have invited a black
militant to hi's residence in spite of the factive verb regret.
A conditiowsimilar to our (qb') was; first "proposed by,LakoffandRailton (1971). They discuss only
examples with conditionals and apparently did not notice that the same problems arise with all logical
connectives.

